
 

2010 Squid Season Summary  
 
Twenty-two vessels in the squid fish-
ery reported a total of 170 seabird 
captures (captures include seabirds 
that are dead and those released 
alive). This information came from the 
Captains’ vessel reports and MFish 
observers’ reports, which include 
warp captures, net captures and ves-
sel superstructure impacts. There was 
30% MFish observer coverage in 
SQU6T and SQU1T during the sea-
son. The Deepwater Group receives 
seabird reports twice weekly through-
out the squid season and has used 
the same 15-week reporting period 
each year to compare capture num-
bers and rates over the last 5 sea-
sons.  
 
The data collected this season show 
a 48% decrease in reported seabird 
captures over the previous (2008/09) 
season. Observers commented there 
were generally less birds around the 
vessels.  
 
The main component in the  decrease 
was a reduction in sooty shearwater 
(mutton-birds) net captures. Based on 
MFish observer information, almost 
half of all seabirds captured were re-
leased alive! This is by far the highest 
number of released-alive birds re-
corded since we began collecting this 
data in 2005/06. In total, MFish ob-
servers recorded only 53 dead sea-
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From the desk of Admiral Albert Ross 
MBE (mighty big eater) 
 
Still on our South American Holidays! Not 
long now until Mabel & I will make the long 
flight back to that windy ‘cold rock’ 4,870 
NM or 9,000km for you ‘landlubbers’. Ei-
ther way it’s a bloody big trip to plan for! 
 
My long-range scouts tell me things are 
pretty quiet in NZ. Those chattering 
classes are still trying to draft a Seabird 
National Plan of Action. God I hope they 
keep it simple! We need to monitor the 
situation, identify the problems and target 
them one by one! Most of what we do now 
is world class!  
 
I recently got in touch with my cousins 
over in the Falkland Islands. They have 
reduced warp captures by 80-90% by us-
ing tori lines. Many here think the Falk-
lands are leading the way! They have 
identified the main capture event issues 
(warp strikes of black-browed albatross) 
and taken care of it! They don’t have to 
worry about the large numbers of diving 
birds, or the variety of different species 
and different interactions with the fishing 
gear that we have. Other measures in-
clude: net cleaning, offal control when 
hauling & shooting, and net binding. 
These are only required on 2 of the 52 
vessels, which are pelagic trawlers and  
represent a risk of net captures. We have 
far more controls across our deepwater 
fleet. Why? Because we need more!  We 
could learn a thing or two from these guys 
in the Falklands: identify the main capture 
issues, target these, monitor all others and 
apply controls if and when required. 
 
On a positive note, the crew off Sanford’s 
Auckland inshore and coastal fleet, 6 ves-
sels attended the DWG environment 
learning resource in September and 37 of 
their crew gained the Seabird unit stan-
dard. Well done Sanford! 
 
Chow  
Albert 

birds for the season, half  the previ-
ous lowest capture level (in 2006/07). 
 
MFish observer autopsy figures re-
leased by DOC show that the two 
main groups of seabirds captured this 
year were 29 albatross (mostly white-
capped) and 57 petrels (mostly white-
chinned). For the first time, sooty 
shearwaters (mutton-birds) did not 
rate in the top three species, with only 
7 captures.  
 
Over recent years, the observed level 
of mortality (dead seabirds) of alba-
trosses and petrels has remained 
similar (see the figure below). The 
number of sooty shearwater mortali-
ties has reduced dramatically this 
year. This is most likely, in our view, 
due to less birds in the fishing area 
and less desperation, as the birds 
were generally in better condition, 
probably due to natural food sources 
being more abundant.  
 
The graph below shows a  decrease 
in albatross mortality numbers, based 
on MFish observed bird deaths as 
returned for autopsy from the squid 
fishery. The introduction of a combi-
nation of mitigating devices and offal 
control measures during 2005 and 
2006 has had a marked and persis-
tent effect on reducing albatross cap-
tures. We expect to see this level re-
main around the current level, with a 

MFish observed seabird mortality by species group from the squid trawl fishery,  
2004-05 to 2009-10 



slight shift up and down each season, 
in response to variations in fishing 
levels and in environmental factors 
each year. Captures of diving birds 
(i.e. net captures of shearwaters and 
petrels) have remained relatively 
static. This is what we would expect 
to see as most of the mitigation meas-
ures implemented to date have been 
directed at reducing warp strikes, 
which mainly affect albatrosses. 
 
We also compare capture rates by 
effort/tow numbers. Squid target tows 
have reduced from close to 5000 (5 
years ago) down to 2800 this season. 
Even though tow numbers have come 
down, captures rates per tow are still 
lower this year with 16.5 tows per 
capture vs 10 tows per capture the 
previous year. All of the above cap-
ture figures/rates have reduced while 
MFish observer reporting levels have 
increased. The squid fleet reporting 
rate of seabird captures has more 
than doubled over the past 5 sea-
sons. 
 
First World Seabird Conference 
 
(Richard Wells, Resourcewise Ltd) 
 
This inaugural Conference was held 
in Victoria, Vancouver  Island, Can-
ada over 4 days and was attended by 
800 participants. The huge interest 
meant that up to 5 separate themes 
were being presented at any one time 
so getting to all the topics was not 
possible. There was a lot of work in 
regard to climate change and effects 
on seabird populations....I missed 
these in favour of a run in the park 

To learn more, go to www.albertross.co.nz and pick up any back issue 
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with the squirrels! However, there was 
very interesting stuff on effects of har-
vesting seabird prey (e.g anchoveta, 
pilchards etc) which fortunately is not 
a major type of fishery in NZ (but is in 
places like Chile, Peru, Eastern Can-
ada, South Africa and Scandinavia). 
 
There were two other topics that I was 
interested in...how to manage gill net 
interactions (in the Baltic 90,000 div-
ing seabirds reported killed per year 
off the German coast!!). This is a case 
of needing to understand foraging 
ranges of birds AND the fishing 
grounds in fine scale. There was also 
a day devoted to major fishing activity 
such as longlining and trawling and 
how management programmes are 
being designed and effected. 
 
Overall my impressions were: there is 

DID YOU KNOW?  
White-chinned petrels are similar to the 
Westland petrel, the distinguishing fea-
ture being the dark tip on the bill of the 
Westland petrel. 
 
This bird is commonly seen foraging 
across the Southern Ocean between 
the tropics and Antartica. 
 
In New Zealand the white-chinned pet-
rels breed annually in colonies at the 
Auckland Islands, Campbell Island 
group and the Antipodes Islands be-
tween November and May.  
 
They tend to congregate around 
longliners and trawlers and as adept 
and aggressive divers, they are vulner-
able to fisheries’ impacts. White-
chinned petrels are a by-catch in 
longline and trawl fisheries right around 
the southern hemisphere. 

WHICH COUSIN OF MINE IS THIS? 
 
Follows fishing vessels, one of the birds 
commonly captured. 
 
BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap and 
the “Field Guide to New Zealand Sea 
Birds” 
 
If you know the name of this bird then 
email your name, answer and Albert 
Times issue number to 
albertross@fishinfo.co.nz 
 
Last month’s cousin was the White-
Capped Albatross 

a great interest in maintaining sea-
bird diversity and populations with 
many ardent university students on 
the case! Also, after seeing what the 
rest of the world has to say, I feel 
that we in NZ have made solid pro-
gress in addressing our particular 
issues and, if  we keep on track and 
deal with the last few bits, we can 
feel we are doing as well as, or in 
fact better than, anyone in keeping 
seabird mortalities within reasonable 
and acceptable levels.  


